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Plenary keynote sessions
These sessions are typical Zoom sessions with live presentations by the key-note
speakers and a short Q&A afterwards. Directly following this keynote, 1-minute
prerecorded poster pitch movies are played to enable the audience to choose which
posters to visit in the following poster session.

Poster sessions
In the very special poster sessions every poster presenter is assigned her/his own
Zoom-room. The audience can move from room to room by following the links in the
program. The idea is that by screen sharing, the presenter continuously displays one
Powerpoint slide replacing the poster. The continuously changing audience can ask
questions or for explanations similar to a physical poster session. It is the
responsibility of the poster-presenter to attract people to their room in advance and
by their poster-pitch movie. Additionally, people are assigned to visit poster sessions
in advance for the evaluation of the posters. The pitch movies will be added to the
proceedings and posted on the NCR-Vimeo channel after consent of the authors.
The poster sessions themselves are not recorded.

Social sessions
The two social sessions (Thursday and Friday) are dedicated to meet new people
and stimulate interaction. Each session has a slightly different outline. The session
on Thursday will resemble a blind-speed-date session where you will meet new
people, or you meet the people that you already know. The session on Friday will
have a more game-like set-up, but the rest it is still a surprise. The social session
starts in the plenary room at the indicated time. Key to success is a high attendance
of all conference participants.

Parallel sessions
These relatively short sessions resemble typical oral presentations. Earlier
experiences have shown that giving a live presentation helps a lot in conveying your
message and making people enthusiastic about your work. Therefore, we prefer live
presentations (using screen sharing), but if you are more comfortable with presenting
a prerecorded movie that is also possible. Presentations are 12 minutes, with 3
minutes for questions afterwards. All presentations (prerecorded and live) will be
included in the proceedings and posted on the NCR-Vimeo channel after consent of
the authors. Your choice for consent to publish the movies is asked during
registration for the conference.
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Plenary session topics
Abstracts for either poster or oral presentations can be submitted to the following
sessions:
[1A] Advances in river modeling and measurement techniques
[1B] Clean water & Ecological sustainability in rivers and estuaries
[2A] Discharge extremes & Flood protection
[2B] Sediment management and measures
[3A] Governance & Risk based management of rivers
[3B] Long-term river behaviour and morphology

